What to expect with your utility bill

What’s new with community solar?
Anza Electric is offering a community solar project for our Low- and Moderate-Income qualified Members. This offering provides our Members that may not be able to have their own solar equipment to benefit from supplying a portion of their energy needs from a clean, renewable resource. Because of the lower cost of producing this energy, it is available at a reduced rate for qualified Members. The rate is still based upon our escalating tier; as you use more energy, you move into the higher tiers and pay more per kilowatt-hour. However, this tiered rate is approximately 25% lower than our regular residential rate.

How does a tiered rate utility structure work?
Your bill is calculated by different tiers or levels. Each tier has a specific number of units of electricity (kilowatt-hours or kWh) you can use. When you use all the electricity units in one tier you are bumped up to the next tier. When you move up from one tier to a higher tier you will pay more. There are five tiers in your utility bill. There is a minimum charge from the utility of $24.00 per month, in addition to your energy use. Remember to check with your energy provider as rates may change.

GRID Alternatives is a fully licensed solar contractor, C46 license #867533

Funding provided by California Climate Investments, a statewide program that puts billions of Cap-and-Trade dollars to work reducing greenhouse gas emissions, strengthening the economy, and improving public health and the environment particularly in disadvantaged communities.